
PRACTICE BEING EFFECTIVE 
Group Spheres of Opportunity

Work together as a team to fill out these Spheres of Opportunity. Each person in the group should select one 
person from their personal Spheres of Opportunity sheet and write them into this group sheet. The next step is 
to walk through who the selected individual is and coach each other by creating a single practice Plan of 
Action from your group’s Spheres of Opportunity sheet. Each person should challenge the plan by asking 
questions such as, “will this really work?”, or “Is this the best next step for this person?”. This exorcise will help 
you create more effective plans the following weeks for individuals in your own Spheres of Opportunity sheet. 
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Develop a  Group Plan of Action

How are y’all going to begin to intentionally engage the people around you with the love of Jesus this week?
*Use the Group Spheres of Opportunity and collectively create a POA for each individual selected.

 Action 1.

 

 

 Action 2.

 

 

 Action 3.

PRACTICE BEING EFFECTIVE

Class Discussion

What are the biggest hurdles you forsee having to overcome in order to have an effective Plan of Action and 
follow through each week? What are some of the hurdles with making brand new connections in class or at 
Friday Outreach?



Develop a Plan of Action with Your Trainer

How are you going to begin to intentionally engage the people around you with the love of Jesus this week?
Try stretching your self by including at least one Action that is focused on making a new connection with 
someone.

 Action 1.

 Action 2.

 Action 3.

Plan of Action Report

Did you try to make a brand new connection?   Yes   No
Were you able to stick to the Plan of Action you developed with your trainer?    Yes    No

If no, what did you do? 

How did it go? (for you, and for them)

Do you have a question or a story you can share at the class Question and Response time?

Prayer Focus

Looking Back: What's one thing that happened in the past week of intentional evangelism that we should be 
praying about?

Looking Forward: What’s one thing that you plan to do in the upcoming week of intentional evangelism that 
we should be praying about?

Name

Homegroup

Trainer’s Name

WEEK TWO WORKFLOW


